Why you need
Mobile Guardian
for Parents

Guide and protect
your child online
The Mobile Guardian Parent Portal enables you to monitor,
control and understand your child’s online activity.
What’s more you can limit time spent on devices, block
inappropriate apps and content and find the location of your
child’s device at any time.
The online landscape in which we all spend an increasing
amount of time to learn, work and play, is evolving at an
unprecedented pace. We recognise there is a technology
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‘generation gap’ and that some tech savvy youngsters can run
‘cyber’ rings around their parents and teachers. As a result
all-encompassing online safety and device control have never
been so vital.
That’s why, at Mobile Guardian, we have developed a platform
to deliver an unsurpassed secure learning environment that
both supports the digital classroom and facilitates parent
inclusion, in order to share knowledge and ensure that device
management and learning are not confined to the classroom.
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OUR INNOVATIVE SYSTEM ENABLES YOU TO:

Why Mobile Guardian at Home
At Mobile Guardian we truly believe that there is a need for
co-operation between teachers and parents when it comes
to educating children and protecting them online. That’s why
our cloud based technology extends protection to both school
devices in the home and personal home-owned devices to
deliver omnipresent security and device management on
campus and at home, while granting complete transparency for
students, parents and teachers alike.

• Provide a secure learning experience, time quotas and
digital curfews at home

What’s more, our multiple policy-setting functionality guarantees
that whether on campus, at home or on a school trip only the
relevant content is accessible and that the location of your
child’s device (and of the child using it) is only a click away.

• Find your child and their device at any time with
advanced geofences, location services and maps

• Guarantee safe home browsing with extended
protection to home owned devices
• Limit screen time and advocate appropriate and safe
online behaviour

• Provide valuable insights on device use and enable
application control
• Restrict access to inappropriate content
• Receive notifications when unauthorised content or
apps are accessed
• Link your child’s device to the school’s Mobile
Guardian platform if they are taking devices to school

Get full visibility and provide top
digital guidance
Gain full visibility of device use and location to provide the best
digital guidance for your child. Our solution enables Mobile
Guardian to deliver omnipresent location services with address
book visibility and control for ensuring peace of mind.

Track device location - in real time!
In essence, you can find your child and their device at any time!
What’s more our geofence location capabilities enable userpolicy creation via location, to provide on-and off- campus policy
management and content dissemination based on classroom
schedules. So no matter the device or location, with Mobile
Guardian, your child can only access age appropriate content
and websites.

Try it now for free
Start your 14 day free trial today
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